Feasibility of stereotactic ablative reirradiation in breast cancer patient undergoing palbociclib: a case report
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INTRODUCTION

Metastatic breast cancer (MBC) has been synonymous with a lethal outcome and is generally considered incurable, although an improvement in the overall survival (OS) has emerged during the last decades. However, survival rates remain to be low with 5-year and 10-year survival rates of 27% and 13%, respectively (¹, ²).

Defining the subgroups of patients suffering from this heterogeneous disease who might benefit from different treatment strategies is of great interest. One special subgroup comprises patients with limited tumor spread lying between localized early breast cancers and disseminated metastatic cancers, termed oligometastatic diseases. Particularly, oligometastatic tumors are characterized by low volume metastatic diseases with a limited number and a limited size of metastatic lesions (up to five and not necessarily in the same organ), which are potentially amenable to local treatments that aim at achieving long-term remission (³, ⁴).

In this regard, radiation therapy, especially for oligometastatic breast cancer patients, has shown its ability to achieve long-term progression free survival without significant treatment-related toxicities as in other pathologies (⁵-⁸). Its investigation with novel molecules will be necessary in the future for the optimal management of breast cancer patients, including the elderly.

The inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) 4 and 6 appears to be one of the most promising drugs in this setting. Normal cell replication progress is regulated by several proteins, including cycle dependent kinases. CDK 4/6 inhibitors target the formation of the CDK 4/6-cyclin D1 complex and block the phosphorylation of Rb to affect cell cycle arrest (⁹).

ABSTRACT

Background: We report a case of a metastatic breast cancer woman undergoing therapy with fulvestrant and palbociclib that was successfully treated with thoracic stereotactic ablative radiation therapy (SABR) for a hilar lymph node metastasis. Case Description: The patient began the radiation treatment in the week off of the palbociclib and reported no acute toxicity. The CT scan showed acute pneumonia 60 days after RT although the patient reported no symptomatology. In addition, the subsequent PET/TC scan performed six months after RT exhibited a complete response of the irradiated lesion. Conclusion: The use of SABR in patients undergoing cyclin inhibitors appears to be potentially effective although the association must be further studied to investigate the toxicities.
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The association between palbociclib and RT is currently under investigation in clinical trials, as it is considered a potential weapon in patients with metastatic breast cancer, especially in an oligometastatic setting. Early studies have shown the radio-sensitizing effect of palbociclib on the breast cancer cells depending on the presence of a p53 wild type, independent of the inhibitory effect exerted on CDK4/6. Only three small series have been published in the scientific literature in a palliative setting. The largest one was published by Ippolito et al., which demonstrated the feasibility of the concomitant treatment of CDK4/6 and radiotherapy; high-grade hematological toxicity was common, but it did not change the treatment course in most of the patients. However, additional data on the safety of this association are necessary. In this regard, Messer et al. reported an early radiation toxicity onset in a patient receiving supraclavicular lymph node irradiation and palbociclib. The patient developed severe esophagitis and dermatitis that progressed to a severe left neck skin breakdown in the radiation field, resulting in the need for hospitalization. Similarly, Kawamoto et al. reported about a patient who developed severe enterocolitis after palliative radiation to pelvic bones.

This report aims to describe an MBC patient who underwent palbociclib and was successfully treated with stereotactic radiation therapy.

**Case description**

The reported patient was a 48-year-old female who was treated with lumpectomy and axillary dissection in January 2012 and then with radical mastectomy for a carcinomatous mastitis in October 2013.

Moreover, the patient underwent adjuvant therapies (chemotherapy and radiotherapy) from December 2013 to May 2014.

The subsequent follow-up examinations were negative for recurrence till January 2017, when a PET/TC showed a subcutaneous nodule, in the intermammary sulcus, anterior to the left section of the body of the sternum (SUV max 4.7), that was surgically excised on February 2017 and whose histopathological examination confirmed the recurrence of the disease.

A revaluation PET after the surgical procedure (April 2017) reported the pathological consumption of FDG on the left paramedian section of the sternum body (SUV max 3.1) on the margins of surgical resection at the level of the intermammary sulcus. Therefore, adjuvant RT was performed in the left paramedian region of the sternum body (from April 2017 to May 2017, a total dose of 50 Gy in 25 fractions).

The patient was treated with fulvestrant and subsequently followed up with PET/CT scans.

In October 2018, PET/TC showed an adenopathy in the left retrolateral area characterized by an increase in FDG consumption (SUV max 5.5, figure 1). A thorax CT scan showed in the left hilum, posterior to the bronchus, a roundish formation, with regular margins, of about 18 mm of diameter, with contrast enhancement. The finding was ascribable according to the site and to densitometric strengthening with a lymph node recurrence. The patient started cyclin inhibitors (palbociclib) and was referred to our hospital to evaluate the feasibility of a radiotherapy approach.

After the revision of the previous radiotherapy plans (performed in 2014 and 2017), we decided to treat the nodal recurrence with stereotactic radiotherapy with a curative intent.

The patient underwent a 4D simulation CT scan, and we performed an elastic fusion between simulation CT and diagnostic CT and PET/TC scans. The gross target volume (GTV) was delineated on diagnostic scans and transferred to simulation CT. In addition, the GTV was deformably propagated across phases to obtain the internal target volume (ITV) using the MIM Maestro software, a commercially deformable image registration tool (MIM Software Inc., Cleveland, OH, US). The quality of contour propagation was inspected visually by a clinician with 25 years of experience in lung radiotherapy, and the modifications were made where required. The ITV was then expanded to 5 mm to obtain the planned target volume (PTV). The radiation dose was chosen considering the

dose constraints of the closer OARs (esophagus, trachea, aorta, and heart), as well the previous thoracic irradiations of the patient.

The patient underwent stereotactic RT on the target lymph node with 44 Gy in eight fractions (5.5 Gy/day, daily), which was prescribed at an isodose of 80% of the PTV (figure 1).

The treatment started in the week off of palbociclib treatment, and the subsequent palbociclib cycle was deferred for three days, which began the day after the end of RT.

**CONCLUSION**

The patient reported no acute or sub-acute toxicity during the radiation treatment and in the following weeks. However, the CT scan 60 days after the RT showed acute pneumonia, although the patient reported no symptomatology, which was successfully treated with steroids and antibiotics drugs. At the same time, the CT scan showed a good response to the irradiated lesion.

The PET/TC scan performed six months after the end of the RT showed a complete metabolic response of the irradiated lesion, with no signs of the disease recurrence in other districts (figure 1).

The association between CDKs inhibitors and radiation appears to be useful in terms of outcomes, although we need additional data on the safety of this combined approach at the present time.
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